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The bookshop name was inspired by 1930s Jazz singer Odessa Cowen.
The owner of the bookshop liked to read her books while listening to her songs,

in the family’s library. It wasn’t until she passed away that the daughters
decided to open a bookshop for her, giving the vintage books

a chance to be appreciated by the public.

Odessa Bookshop carries first edition novels, mainly from the Jazz Era (1920s-1930s),
rare, vintage prints and discontinued books.

The bookshop pays immaculate care to each individual books,
which are in pristine condition, regardless its old age.

Some books are one century old, while the newer ones are around 60 years old.













Work in Progress







Wisma Aruna is a boutique guest house located in four tourist cities in Indonesia.
Embracing the local culture and resources, Wisma Aruna is very close to nature and provides a

comfortable living space for not only working adults but large families as well.

The guest house provides an affordable luxury that caters to weekly or monthly guests,
no matter the number because it has a wide variety of houses for different occasions.

There are two choices for guests to stay in the house; Deluxe, in which the
guest will share the house with other guests and Presidential, in which

the guest rent the whole house. Each guest house have its own private pool. 

With the close to nature principle in mind, the brand identity
uses earth toned colours combined with textures found from locally sourced

100% recyclable Eco-friendly papers.
Its word mark and logotype reflects the luxury yet approachable

vibe that are Wisma Aruna’s. The brand is further brought to life through
the use of a pattern that is a version of Indonesian batik,

to reinforce Wisma Aruna’s origin.
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Year 2004.

The warmth and comfort of wood-fired pizzas and traditional pastas over chilled drinks with friends 
and families became an everyday affair that started with the first Peperoni, located in Greenwood Singapore.

 Charming, vivacious and full of life, Peperoni Greenwood brings together food lovers from all walks of life.
 Including many well known and young artists whose work adorn its walls with their expressions of love and creativity

. Peperoni Greenwood inspired its owners, the highly acclaimed Les Amis group, to spread the love and energy of
 Peperoni with the opening of new outlets across the sunny island of Singapore.

Peperoni has since evolved into a much-loved destination with its ‘Appetite for Life’ philosophy. 
This philosophy makes Peperoni more than just a restaurant, as it is a place with a mission - to bring people together,

 to bind relationships, and to savour life in all its delightful flavours.

Share moments of fun, energy and inspiration over hot pizzas and cool conversations!



















Strathmore and Company is a legal firm based in Singapore that focuses on corporate law. 
The company’s core values are one that’s atypical, thus its brand language followed suit. The 
wonderfully open-minded founders believed in the new-age principles, but still uphold the 
long standing ethics. Strathmore and Company provides creative problem-solving skills with 

professional and direct execution. 
 

This bleeds into the brand language, refined yet with a flair of boldness. The logotype is a 
stencil-serif type fused together, reflecting the company’s atypicality. Blue symbolises 
timelessness and power, paired with silver accent to further bring out the elegance. The rest 
of the branding is made simpler to balance with the logotype and monogram. It is indeed, a 

one-of-a-kind branding for a noteworthy company.











Pronounced Arjuna. Paying homage to its Javanese roots, the branding for one of Indonesia’s 
most prestigious custom tailor imitates the old Javanese characters in its custom-made fonts. 
Ardjoena embraces its rich and strong heritage in the age where its competitors shuns it, it is 

very evident in its old school spelling.

This bleeds into the brand language, decorative yet simple. Gold accents have always been evident 
in the Javanese culture, usually reserved for the upper class and the royalties. It is fitting for the 
brand, since its pieces are custom made tailored to its wearer, making them the only ones that 

exist in the world. Talk about bespoke.









Khong Guan Biscuits

PRINT,  PACKAGING







“A Gift from the Past”

When I received the brief (which is to repackage an existing dried goods available on the 
supermarkets’ shelves), I immediately though of my favourite childhood snack, Khong Guan biscuits. 
My grandmother used to put this in my lunchbox as my lunch in school, and my mother and I used 
to snack this together in the afternoon after she got off work. 

I want to picture the biscuits in new light, the ones that will bring back good memories of the good 
old times. Something that has a nostalgic air to it. That is why I incorporated the Peranakan tiles-
inspired design as the wow factor when you opened the biscuits, followed by faded out and rustic 
colours. The titles are custom-made as well, taking inspirations from the first few original Khong 
Guan’s lettering found on its packaging.

Disclaimer: This is a student project. I am in no way affiliated with Khong Guan biscuits.











Or Else, the Lightning God

PRINT,  PACKAGING,
ILLUSTRATION





Or Else, the Lightning God

The project brief is to create a cover for a DVD adaptation of this book. I chose this book by 
Catherine Lim, in the same title. 

I’m taking the scene where the daughter-in-law has thrown out the mother-in-law when she heard 
that the mother is bad mouthing about her to the neighbours. It was raining heavily outside, the 
mother only took one briefcase with her. I decided to use this scene where it shows the two ladies 
standing facing off one another despite the heavy rain, which shows tension between the two. 

The rule of thirds is applied to this, shown by the light spilling out from the door behind the 
daughter. This set up/ composition is for the viewer to feel the tension of these two ladies, them 
standing in the middle of the rain will also peak curiosity from the viewer. But mainly, it is to show 
how symmetry is applied in such a way that although the ladies mirror one another, they have such 
an opposing view towards women’s place in the society.

Disclaimer: This is a student project. I am in no way affiliated with Catherine Lim, or Paramount Pictures.









The Rustic Charm of Malacca

PRINT









In late 2015, my cohort and I paid a visit to the historic city of Malacca. The contents of this booklet 
revolved around what secrets the city holds, accompanied by photographs of the city. 

These brush strokes were painstakingly drew one by one, I created them myself with a Japanese 
calligraphy brush. So what happened was, I hand-lettered the words on a piece (or 20) of paper, 
scanned it, then bring it over to Adobe Photoshop to be treated (apply effects and overlays). After 
it was exported into png file, I then paste it into Adobe InDesign to piece together with the images 
and the rest of the elements.
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Asadha Print Campaign

PRINT





In light of Asalha, one of Buddhist’s big day, I was asked to design a series of banners for my local 
town’s temple. The banners were placed on high grounds on the road side, which is why the texts 
are so big in size. We needed a design that is simple, eye-catching yet informative. 

It was a challenge to convince the older generation to just stick with one image as the main image, 
but in the end it worked. I designed a 5m square banner, 4x6m, 1x4m and of course the A3 and A5 as 
well. To accompany these, I also designed vouchers to be used on the day of the event, from which 
participants can exchange it for the offerings to give to the monks.



Asalha Puja 2561 TB / 2017

Dhamma Membawa Kedamaian

Contact persons: Liecin 0813 6639 6522Litin 0852 0878 7777 Meiling 0853 7771 6795

2017
Minggu,

Candi Muaro Jambi
pukul 15.30 WIB - selesai

2 Juli

Keluarga Besar Jaya Manggala
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That is all.
Thank you!

Livia Taslim
liviataslim@gmail.com
(+65) 8585 3648
liviataslim.com


